TORLYS®smart floors

everest (designer, elite and premier)

Wood
Nothing compares to an exclusive wooden pavement, which transports us to, truly, unique environments.
Its look & feel are the maximum exponent of longevity, strength
and perfection.
Natural wood means beauty and distinction.

The ingenious construction of Everest ensures:
- High resistance, thanks to the incorporation of high density wood;
- High resistance to weariness, thanks to high quality varnish;
- Thermic and acoustic comfort, thanks to the cork layer used;
- Anti-bacteria protection, thanks to Microban technology incorporated in
the cork;
- Dimensional stability due to the use of HDF panels with low rate of swelling.
- Easy to install, thanks to technologic plug-in system Uniclic®.
Other features:
- Natural wood veneer, wide range, including exotic;
- Underlay free (cork incorporated);
- Micro 4-sided bevelling;
- High resistance to impact;
- 15, 20 e 25 weariness guarantee (home), according to collections: GOOD
10mm, BETTER12mm, BEST 15mm;
- Possibility of using Bulldog tool.

TORLYS®smart floors
linocork, cork florence
(designer, elite, premier)

Linoleum
Produced from natural and renewable raw materials (linseed oil,
wood, cork, resins and limestone dust), this pavement combines
linoleum and cork proprieties. The use of cork and Micoban with
linoleum, provides an extremely safe interior.
Easy to apply through the Uniclic system, this floating pavement is
made of a superficial layer of linoleum (2mm thick), to which the
cork is added, reducing sound transmission and temperature
changes, to a high density wood shavings – HDF, giving it dimensional stability and resistance.
It is available in a wide range of vibrant and appellative colours,
along with an elegant marbled pattern and high durability proof (15
weariness guarantee – home), hypoallergenic easy to maintain and
to apply, Linocork has a guaranteed place in residential and
commercial contemporary applications.
Cork
It’s a millenary secret of Nature – crock is the paradigm of sustainability. It’s a 100% natural and renewable raw material, on which is
based the balance of cork oak groves, a hotspot of biodiversity.
Independent studies show that cork flexibility and its absorbing
capacity play a crucial role in coating biomechanics performance,
slowing overloading and reducing exhaustion.
We add it an ingenious and daring conjugation of cork décors and
we bring you a cosy, calm and comfortable pavement – the essence
of your space!
Uniquely textured and appellative it puts nature protection at your
feet, coated with sophisticated technology which ensures you
waterproofing, resistance, insulation and anti-bacteria protection.
These two collections are prepared for usage of Bulldog tool.

TORLYS®smart floors
leather

Leather
Based in a unique trilogy of contemporary values – nature, design
and durability – this floating pavement is produced from leather
110% recycled.
Advanced Technology and creativity get together in an innovative
solution: comfortable, easy to use, durable and eco-friend.
Exclusive, elegant and sophisticate, leather pavement surpasses,
with distinction, the limits of time and the most demanding usage,
keeping its appearance impeccable, year after year.
Available in a wide range of colours and textures, it ensures a unique
performance: smooth to the touch, acoustic insulation and
anti-bacteria protection.
Features:
- Silent;
- Smooth to the touch;
- Eco-friend – 100% recycled leather;
- UniClic fixing technology;
- High acoustic and thermic performance;
- High resistance to impact;
- Incorporated Underlay in cork with Microban;
- 25 years weariness guarantee (home);
- Possibility to use Bulldog tool.
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Quick-Step®

GLOBALFLOOR

parquet

hardwood

GLOBALFLOOR gathers a wide range of high quality hardwood pavements.
Combining a concept of comfort and wellbeing for its spaces,
GLOBALFLOOR pavements possess features that standout respect
for the surrounding environment, in a perfect symbiosis amongst
all components comprising a space.

Wood
Quick-Step® wooden pavements are manufactured with 3 layers of
noble wood, protected with a high resistance varnish finishing.
It consists in:
- Posterior layer in fir or pine;
- Middle layer made of hevea lamellas or HDF;
- Surface layer in noble wood with 3mm thick (2,5 in Compact range);
- Finishing in two options, oil or varnish (in 7 layers - matte, satin or glossy).

Characterized by its accuracy and recurring to the latest technologies, these pavements are used to customize home spaces, giving
them exquisiteness and perpetuating a high value tradition legacy
for future generations.

Main features:
- Natural wood;
- Life-time guarantee Uniclic Multifit joint;
- Dimensional stability;
- It has pre-finishing – it doesn’t need any work after installation;
- Easy to install thanks to Uniclic Multifit patented plug-in system.
- Accessories/ maintenance products integrated solutions.
- Different textures – sawn, brushed, hand-made.
- Suited for radiant floors ( consult manufacturer's instructions)
- Skirting board and incizo profile available

GLOBALFLOOR is commercialized in several lines: Azifelia wood,
oak, Garapa, Jatobá and Sucupira, however it can be other types
such as walnut and hard maple, under request.
The floor has 18/20mm thick and it comes with M/F click system.

Components

accessories

Quick-Step® parquet is available in 6 colections:
Variano, Imperio, Palazzo, Castello, Villa, Compact.

Pavements give spaces added value, making them exclusive and unique
according you’re your personality and taste. In order that the final result is
really what you wish, GLOBALDIS, provides all the necessary accessories and
complements for an optimal installation, finishing and maintenance of your
floor, maintaining all its features.
- PHFL glue for hard pavements and glue for stratified;
- Skirting and profiles for pavement finishing;
- Ph neutral detergent and liquid wax (auto-shinning) for floors
Ask us which is the most adequate for your floor.
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